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A P P L I C AT I O N  N O T E

Address Phase Compensation 
Challenge in 5GNR Signal Generation
RF test engineers may have the experience that at LTE time, a single waveform 

can be transmitted at different frequencies on signal generator for specific test 

purposes, and this procedure could be further automated to achieve good test 

efficacity. However, this will not be the case in 5G NR signal generation due to 

phase compensation. Phase compensation is a new concept introduced into 5G 

NR baseband signal generation in TS38.211 as below, to address a typical 5G 

scenario that Tx and Rx frequencies may not be the same.  In that case, without 

properly compensating the phase, receiver would not be able to correctly 

demodulate the received signal.

Modulation and upconversion to the carrier frequency ƒ0 of the complex-valued 

OFDM baseband signal for antenna port p, subcarrier spacing configuration μ, 

and OFDM symbol l  in a subframe assumed to start at t=0 is given by

for all channels and signals except PRACH.

From the 3GPP specification equation above, it can be observed that phase 

compensation is performed for a specific transmission frequency f0. So that 

means, even if a same signal configuration needs to be transmitted at multiple 

frequencies, we’ll have to generate a different waveform for each frequency 

point. As a result, the number of test waveforms will increase significantly along 

with the frequency number. This would be a big challenge for test engineers, 

considering the complexity of 5G NR signal configurations - they have to 

maintain a large waveform library and identify each waveform carefully with its 

‘frequency tag’.
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Going back to the same approach as LTE test, an ideal solution would be playing 

the same 5G NR waveform while performing phase compensation along with 

transmission frequency change automatically. Now this capability, so called real-time 

phase compensation has been supported by Keysight N5172B EXG and N5182B 

MXG signal generators with its latest B.01.80 firmware and N7631C Signal Studio 

for 5G NR v4.0.0.0 software. Here real-time means, phase compensation is done by 

FPGA over the playing waveform in real-time manner, instead of pre-compensating 

it into each waveform file. User can access real-time phase compensation feature 

either through software GUI operation or SCPI commands for test automation.

Run with N7631C Signal Studio
When running real-time phase compensation on N7631C Signal Studio GUI, 

N7631APPC license is required on the running PC.

1. Start N7631C Signal Studio and connect to the signal generator. 

2. Under Waveform Setup node, change the phase compensation mode to Auto   

 (Real-time), and configure the wanted signal settings.

Figure 1: Phase compensation setup on N7631C signal studio
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3. Under Instrument node, change Frequency to 3.5 GHz and Amplitude to -10 dBm,   

 then click download button to generate, download and play the signal.

 Note, if promoted to upgrade instrument files, please click Yes and wait until the   

 procedure is completed.  Now the output RF signal should have real-time phase   

 compensation for 3.5 GHz. 

4. To transmit the same signal at a different frequency (e.g. 2.6 GHz), simply change   

 Frequency to 2.6 GHz under Instrument node, then click Update to Instrument and   

 DC Cal to make it take effect on the signal generator. Now the output RF signal   

 is transmitted at 2.6 GHz with proper phase compensation for that frequency,  

 without re-generating and downloading a new waveform.

5. Take a close look at phase compensation effect at the receiver side. Figures   

 below with EVM measurements illustrate the real-time phase compensation result   

 and an incorrect waveform use case. Apparently per-symbol phase rotation can be   

 observed in the constellation diagram of Figure 3, which will cause high EVM and   

 signal demodulation failure at receiver side.

Figure 2: Real-time phase compensation for 2.6 GHz transmission
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Figure 3: Waveform with 3.5 GHz phase compensation but transmitted at 2.6 GHz

Run with SCPI Commands
For automation test with real-time phase compensation, N7631EMBC license is required 

on signal generator to load and play the waveform file. A set of SCPI commands is 

provided for remote instrument control and the sample steps are shown below.

1. Start N7631C Signal Studio, configure the wanted signal settings  

 (e.g. FR1 100 M, 273 RB, 30 kHz SCS, 122.88 MSa/s), then change Phase   

 Compensation under Waveform Setup node to Auto (real-time) or Manual (real-time). 

2. Export the waveform file from File->Export Waveform Data menu, e.g. using  

 ‘nr5g.wfm’ as the waveform file name. Note that phase compensation is actually   

 turned off in the exported waveform when selecting real-time mode.
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3. Copy nr5g.wfm to signal generator’s ARB waveform memory (/USER/BBG/   

 SECUREWAVE/) via FTP or USB drive.

4. Set Frequency(3.5 GHz) and Amplitude (-10 dBm) on signal generator with the   

 following commands: 

 FREQuency 3.5E9 

 POWer -10

5. Select nr5g.wfm for playback. 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:FILE “nr5g.wfm”

6. Set sample rate, numerology and RMS value of the selected waveform. Note that   

 RMS value is not shown on N7631C software GUI, so user needs to query it first 

 Radio:ARB:HEADER:RMS? “nr5g.wfm” 

 <- +2.809557673567321100E-001 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:SRATe 122880000 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:NUMerology SCS30K 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:RMS 0.28095577

7. Set phase compensation mode to Auto. 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:AFREQuency 1

8. Enable filter with proper bandwidth setting. This example uses 30 kHz SCS and   

 273 RB allocation, so the filter bandwidth should be calculated by Filter BW =   

 30 kHz * (273 + 2) * 12 = 99 MHz, where 2 represents the transition bandwidth 

 (1 RB margin at each side).

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:FILTer 1 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse:FBAND 99000000

9. Turn on real-time phase compensation. 

 RADio:NR5G:PHAse ON

10. Perform DC calibration and turn on RF output. 

 CAL:IQ:DC 

 OUTPut ON
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Typical Configuration for 5G NR Signal Generation with  
Real-time Phase Compensation

Hardware: N5182B or N5172B X-Series RF vector signal generator

Option Description

506 Frequency range, 9 kHz to 6 GHz

660 Upgrade baseband generator with real-time capability

657 Upgrade baseband generator from 80 to 160 MHz RF bandwidth

Software: N7631APPC PathWave signal generation for 5G NR, PC license

Software License Type Software License Support Subscription

1FP - Node-locked perpetual R-Y5B-001-A R-Y6B-001-z2

1FL - Node-locked time-based R-Y4B-001-z1 Included

1TP - Transportable perpetual R-Y5B-004-D R-Y6B-004-z2

1TL - Transportable time-based R-Y4B-004-z1 Included

1NP - Floating perpetual (single site) R-Y5B-002-B R-Y6B-002-z2

1NL - Floating time-based (single site) R-Y4B-002-z1 Included

1UP - USB portable perpetual R-Y5B-005-E R-Y6B-005-z2

1UL - USB portable time-based R-Y4B-005-z1 Included

Software: N7631EMBC signal studio for 5G NR, waveform playback 
(Instrument Embedded License)

Software License Type Software License Support Subscription

1FP - Node-locked perpetual R-Y5B-001-A R-Y6B-001-z2

1FL- Node-locked time-based R-Y4B-001-z1 Included

1TP - Transportable perpetual R-Y5B-004-D R-Y6B-004-z2

1TL - Transportable time-based R-Y4B-004-z1 Included

1. z means different time-based license duration. F for 6 months, L for 12 months, X for 24 months, 
and Y for 36 months. All time-based licenses have included the support subscription same as the 
time-base duration. 

2. z means different support subscription duration. L for 12 months (as default), X for 24 months, Y for 
36 months, and Z for 60-months. Support subscription must be purchased for all perpetual licenses
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services, 

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:       

www.keysight.com/find/contactus

For more information about 5G NR 
• Signal Studio: 

www.keysight.com/find/signalstudio 

• 30-day trial license for Signal Studio: 

www.keysight.com/find/signalstudio_trial 

• 5G NR Signal Creation and Playback (PC license): 
www.keysight.com/find/N7631APPC   

• 5G NR Signal Creation and Playback (embedded license): 
www.keysight.com/find/N7631EMBC

• 5G NR X-Series Measurement Application 
www.keysight.com/find/N9085EM0E

http://www.keysight.com/find/dmm

